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1. Abstract 
 

Video Surveillance Systems are commonly used in security tracking and medical 

monitoring aspects. In a simple traditional video surveillance system, a video 

sequence is captured by a camera, and is stored in a hard drive or tape.  

Since the video surveillance systems are normally operating in a continuous manner, 

the amount of captured video data will be huge. In this project, an event-driven 

video surveillance recording system will be developed in order to reduce the size of 

the captured video data, and store the video sequences in a database. The users can 

search a particular video by event, and check what happened in that event from the 

effectively. 
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2. Introduction 

 

The main purpose of the project uses an event-driven video surveillance recording 

system to do capture videos. When someone goes into the webcam’s line of vision, 

the system will capture a video and a picture automatically. When the person passes 

by the webcam, the capturing system will stop and compress with the video and the 

image. Last, the system will store the video and the image into a database. In this 

project, an event-driven video surveillance recording system will be developed in 

order to reduce the size of the captured video data, then store the video sequences 

in a database. After the capturing, the system will upload the database to a server. 

The server will distribute the data to the clients for picture and video sharing. 

 

In order to reduce the size of data (video), the webcams will install the places where 

have few person have pass through, it can avoid the system capturing continually. 

After capturing, the system will upload the database to ftp server and then transfer 

to server database. Last, website will connect to the server database. The 

administrator can go to the website to manage the data.   
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3. Problem 
Below are the general problems in traditional closed-circuit television (CCTV): 

 

3.1Data Size:  

The mode of capture videos of traditional closed circuit television are abiding until 

the tape goes through. It requires a large capacity to store the video and waste a lot 

of space to store the tapes. 

 

3.2 System Capacities:  

The lengths of transcriptions are too short. Normal tapes only capture 6 hours data. 

After the tape is gone through, the security guards must replace a new tape into 

video recorder. The problem of this is the times of transcriptions are too short. It 

needs to more money to employ the security guards to operate the system.    

 

3.3 Search Efficiency:  

When the company accident happens, the security guards and police will search the 

tape to found out any suspicious spots. As the closed-circuit television captures 

videos abidingly, so the security guards or police will use a lot of time to do the 

search.  

 

3.4 User Friendly:  

If the security guards or the staffs want to search the video at the same time, they 

should take the archive and burn one more tape and then use the video recorder to 

play with them. The searching, burning and watching process are time-consuming 

and annoying. 
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4. Proposed Solution 

 

4.1 Data Size 

 

Regarding the problem of the data size, we propose two solutions: 

 

Event-Driven Video Surveillance Recording System:  

This is the main function of the project. When someone passes into the webcam’s 

line of vision, the system will start to capture the video. After the person leaves the 

webcam’s line of vision, the webcam will stop capturing, and store the video 

sequences into a database.  

 

To increase the reliability and stability of the system, the triggering criteria of the 

capturing function is defined by the motion detection technique. It is set that when 

30% or above of the camera pixels are changed, the system will start capturing. In 

contrast, if the number of camera pixel changed is less than 30%, the system will 

remain in stand-by mode. This can avoid many unnecessary captures and release the 

loading of the database dramatically.
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4. Proposed Solution 
 

4.1 Data Size (Cont.) 

 

Compression:  

In general, 1GB is needed for capturing 8 seconds of video. The system cannot 

support a huge database to store the data. Storing a large video will affect the speed 

and efficiency of the system.  

Therefore, it is suggest that the compression of the data is done by the system 

before storing into the database. In the process of compression, each frame of a 

video is picked and compressed. Then, all the frames are replaced in the video.  

 

After compression, only around 10MB is required for 8-seconds of video, 

consumedly to reduce the size of the video. 

   

 

4.2 System Capacities 

 

Database Server:  

In order to increase the system capacities, a server database is set up to storage all 

the data of the event-driven video surveillance recording system. Although the size 

of server database is limited, it is enough for the system use. 
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4. Proposed Solution 
 

4.3 Search Efficiency 

 

Search Engine:  

In order to manage or search the video easily, the search engine is designed. Users 

can use the general information such as name, date, time and video size to search 

the video. This function can save much time on searching, and increase the efficiency 

in working consumedly.  

 

 

4.4 User Friendly 

 

User Friendly:  

Considering the convenience of using the website, many functions are designed: 

 Online watching or downloading the video. 

 Viewing image to know that the approximate content of the video. 

 Viewing resized picture to website by mobile. 

 Generation of the crystal report to do an email alert.
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5. Functions Provided and Data Processed 

 

In this project, the system is mainly separate by 4 main parts, each part relate to database, 

there are following: 

 

5. 1 Video and Picture Capturing 

 

Capture Video:  

The main propose of this function is that when someone go into the webcam’s line 

of vision, the system will capture a video automatically. When the person passes the 

webcam, the capturing will stop and compress the video, and then the system will 

store the video into database. 

 

And the triggering criteria of the capturing function are defined by motion detection 

technique. We set that when 30% or above of camera pixels have changed, the 

system will start to capture. In contrast, if the number of changed camera of pixel is 

less than 30%, the system will remain in stand-by mode. This setting can avoid many 

unnecessary captures, and reduce the loading of the database. 

 

Capture Image:  

When the program starts to capture, the system will store the first frame of the 

video into the database. The image is displayed in order to the user knows whether 

the content of the video is appropriate.  
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5.  Functions Provided and Data Processed 

 

5.1 Video and Picture Capturing (Cont.) 
 

Multiple of the Webcam:  

It is suggested that two or more webcams are installed to do the motion detection 

and they can transfer the data (video/image) to server simultaneously. 

 

Data Transfer to FTP Server:  

After capturing, all of the data will upload the database to FTP server, and it will 

connect to the server to distribute the data to user. 

 

FTP Scheduling:  

It means that the program should upload the new database’s data to ftp server 

within a period of time. The scheduling upload can avoid affecting the speed and 

efficiency of program. 
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5.  Functions Provided and Data Processed 

 

5.2 Database Administration System 

 

User Authentication:  

The website has 3 roles: Administrator, Member and Public User, and different roles 

have different permissions. Administrator allows doing everything, including creation, 

modification and deletion. Member can login the website to add the comment in 

video, change the personal information. Public user can only preview the website 

and watch the video.  

 

FTP Server Management: 

In this program, FTP server can be searched and delete all the files. At the same time, 

the user can view the files’ details like file name, create day, time, etc. 

 

Database Management:  

In the website, all database data can be managed, like creating, modifying and 

deleting the member account and modifying and deleting the video and image. Also, 

the user can search the video by name, date, time, etc…  
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5.  Functions Provided and Data Processed 

 

5. 3 User Interface 
 

Silverlight / Flash:  

In order to make the user stays along and watch the website, the Silverlight / Flash 

are used to create visually rich experiences, deliver higher quality video and beautify 

the user interface. 

 

Web Design for Mobile:  

The mobile website is designed for users, so they can advertence the spot news 

anytime and anywhere. 

 

Image Resizing:  

After capturing the image, the program will resize the image automatically. It is 

convenient to do a web design for mobile.  
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5.  Functions Provided and Data Processed 

 

5. 4 Reporting System 

 

E-mail Alert:  

The program is set that the crystal report will be sent to the administrator to show 

the details of the website by email after a period of time. The details include number 

of people login into the website (success or fail), the number of time of the capture 

video, the number of time that the administrator or member modifies the personal 

data and manage the video (modify or delete), etc… 

 

Graphical Statistics (Email):  

In email alert, the database’s data is used to generate the pie chart and bar chart 

which can show the detail distinctly.  

 

Image/Video Indexing:  

In the website, there are the lists showings all the images and videos. Also, the 

search engine is used to search the videos and images or select the data directly. 
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6.  Problem Analysis 

 

6.1 Data Model 

6.1.1Entity Relationship Diagram 
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6.2 Function Model 

6.2.1 Context Diagram 
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6.2.2 Data Flow Diagram 
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6.2.3 Use Case Diagram 
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6.2.4 Use Case Description (Actor) 

 

 

Actor Name: Administrator 

Description: It is the administrator of the event-driven video surveillance recording 

system. They can manage the all data in the website, such as modify the video details, 

delete the video, and manage the member’s personal details.   

 

Actor Name: Member 

Description: A public member who had registered for the website. The member can 

search, watch and add the comment in the video. Also, they can change their password 

in the website. 

 

Actor Name: Public User 

Description: A public user can be a registered of the website. They only can watch the 

video.  
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6.2.5 Initial Use Case Description  

 

 

Use Case: Register Account 

Use Case ID: UC-100 

Actor: Public User 

Description: A public user provides username, email address, password and some 

personal details to register a member account.   

 

Use Case: Login 

Use Case ID: UC-200 

Actor: Administrator, Member 

Description: An administrator or member must login to use all the function except watch 

video. 

 

Use Case: Change Password 

Use Case ID: UC-300 

Actor: Member 

Description: When the member wants to change their password, they must login in the 

website to change the password. 
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6.2.5 Initial Use Case Description (Cont.) 

 

 

Use Case: Watch Video 

Use Case ID: UC—400 

Actor: Administrator, Member, Public User 

Description: All users can watch the video in the website. 

 

Use Case: Search Video 

Use Case ID: UC-500 

Actor: Administrator, Member, Public User 

Description: All users can search the video by entering keywords or date of time. 

 

Use Case: Add Comment 

Use Case ID: UC-600 

Actor: Administrator, Member 

Description: If the users have any opinions about the video, they can add the comment 

in the website. 
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6.2.5 Initial Use Case Description (Cont.) 

 

 

Use Case: Manage Account 

Use Case ID: UC-700 

Actor: Administrator 

Description: Administrator can create, modify or delete account in the website. 

 

Use Case: Modify Video 

Use Case ID: UC-800 

Actor: Administrator 

Description: Administrator can modify the details of the video. 

 

Use Case: Delete Video 

Use Case ID: UC-900 

Actor: Administrator 

Description: Administrator can delete the video in the website. 
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6.2.6 Base Use Case Descriptions 

 

Use case name: Register Account 

Use case ID: UC-100  

Primary actor: Public User 

Secondary actor(s);  

Brief description: A public user provides username, password, email address and 

some personal details to register a member account.  

Preconditions: The public user does not have an account in the system. 

Flow of events: 1. The public user enters the username, password, email 

address and some personal details. The system confirms 

that no account exists for the new member. 

2. The system will create a new member account. 

Postconditions A new member account is created. 

Alternative flows 

and exceptions: 

? If an account already exists, the execution of the use case 

terminates 

Non-behavior 

requirements: 

 

 

Use case name: Login 

Use case ID: UC-200 

Primary actor: Administrator, Member 

Secondary actor(s);  

Brief description: The administrator and member login the system. 

Flow of events: 1. The administrator and member enter the username and 

password. The system verifies the username and password 

Postconditions The username and password are verified. 

Alternative flows 

and exceptions: 

? If the username and the password are not valid, the client 

needs to re-enter them. 

Non-behavior 

requirements: 
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6.2.6 Base Use Case Descriptions (Cont.) 

 

Use case name: Change Password 

Use case ID: UC-300 

Primary actor: Administrator, Member 

Secondary actor(s);  

Brief description: An administrator and member change their password when 

they had login. 

Preconditions:  

Flow of events: 1. The users enter the old password, new password and 

confirm password. 

2. The system will display the change password successful 

message. 

Postconditions The system will display the change password successful 

message and change the data in the database. 

Alternative flows 

and exceptions: 

? In step 1, if there is no matching old password in database 

or new password and confirm passwords are not match. The 

system asks the administrator and member to re-enter data. 

Non-behavior 

requirements: 
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6.2.6 Base Use Case Descriptions (Cont.) 

 

Use case name: Watch Video 

Use case ID: UC-400 

Primary actor: Administrator, Member, Public User 

Secondary actor(s);  

Brief description: An Administrator, Member and Public User watch the video 

when they feel interest. 

Preconditions:  

Flow of events: 1. The users select a video who they like and then the 

system will displays the video. 

Postconditions The video displays a video. 

Alternative flows 

and exceptions: 

 

Non-behavior 

requirements: 

 

 

Use case name: Search Video 

Use case ID: UC-500 

Primary actor: Administrator, Member, Public User 

Secondary actor(s);  

Brief description: Administrator, Member and Public User search video by some 

details such as date, time, and name. 

Preconditions:  

Flow of events: 1. Users enter the details of the video to search the video. 

The system display list of video matching your request. 

2. A user selects a video and then the system displays a 

video. 

Postconditions The video matching the details are listed. 

Alternative flows 

and exceptions: 
? In step 1, if there is no matching video, the system asks the 

customer to re-enter the details. 

Non-behavior 

requirements: 
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6.2.6 Base Use Case Descriptions (Cont.) 

 

Use case name: Add comment 

Use case ID UC-600 

Primary actor: Administrator, Member 

Secondary actor(s);  

Brief description: The member is interested or problem with a video. They can 

add the comment into the video. 

Preconditions:  

Flow of events: 1. The users select a video who they like. The system 

displays the video what you select. 

2. The users enter the comment into the video when they 

are interested or problem. 

3. The system displays the comments who add the 

comment.  

Postconditions The system displays a comment list which video have 

comments. 

Alternative flows 

and exceptions: 

 

Non-behavior 

requirements: 
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6.2.6 Base Use Case Descriptions (Cont.) 

 

Use case name: Manage Account 

Use case ID UC-700 

Primary actor: Administrator 

Secondary actor(s);  

Brief description: The administrator manages account when they want to 

modify the member’s account. 

Preconditions:  

Flow of events: 1. An Administrator enters the details of the member such 

as user ID, user name to search their information. The 

system displays the details of member matching your 

request. 

2. The administrator enters the details where they want to 

modify. 

Postconditions The account details will update by a new version. 

Alternative flows 

and exceptions: 

? In step 1, if there is no matching account, the system asks the 

administrator to re-enter the search detail. 

Non-behavior 

requirements: 
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6.2.6 Base Use Case Descriptions (Cont.) 

 

Use case name: Modify Video 

Use case ID UC-800 

Primary actor: Administrator 

Secondary actor(s);  

Brief description: Administrator can modify the details of the video. 

Preconditions:  

Flow of events: 1. An Administrator enters the details of the video. The 

system display list of video matching your request. 

2. The administrator can modify the details of the video 

when they are any problem. 

Postconditions The video details will update by a new version. 

Alternative flows 

and exceptions: 

? In step 1, if there is no matching video, the system asks the 

administrator to re-enter the search detail. 

Non-behavior 

requirements: 

 

 

Use case name: Delete Video 

Use case ID UC-900 

Primary actor: Administrator 

Secondary actor(s);  

Brief description: Administrator can delete the video in the website. 

Preconditions:  

Flow of events: 1. An Administrator enters the details of the video. The 

system display list of video matching your request. 

2. The administrator selects a video which they want to 

delete in the website. 

3. The administrator deletes the video. 

Postconditions The video details will delete in the database. 

Alternative flows 

and exceptions: 

? In step 1, if there is no matching interior plan, the system 

asks the customer to re-enter the search detail. 

Non-behavior 

requirements: 
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6.3. Dynamic Model 

6.3.1 State Diagram 

Register 

 

Login 
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6.3.1 State Diagram (Cont) 

Change Password 

 

Watch Video 
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6.3.1 State Diagram (Cont) 

Search Video 

 

 

Add Comment 
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6.3.1 State Diagram (Cont) 

Manage Account 

 

 

Modify Video 
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6.3.1 State Diagram (Cont) 

Delete Video 
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6.3.2 Sequence Diagram 

Register 

 

 

Register (Exception) 
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6.3.1 State Diagram (Cont) 

Login 

 

 

 

Login (Exception) 
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6.3.1 State Diagram (Cont) 

Change Password 

 

 

 

Change Password (Exception) 
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6.3.1 State Diagram (Cont) 

Watch Video 

 

 

 

Search Video 
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6.3.1 State Diagram (Cont) 

Search Video (Exception) 

 

 

Add Comment 
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6.3.1 State Diagram (Cont) 

Manage Account 

 

 

Manage Account (Exception) 
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6.3.1 State Diagram (Cont) 

Modify Video 

 

 

Modify Video (Exception) 
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6.3.1 State Diagram (Cont) 

Delete Video 

 

 

Delete Video (Exception) 
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7.  Detailed Design 

7.1 Data Design 

 

User 

Fields Data Type Key AllowNull 

sid Int PK  

name Varchar   

sex Datetime   

email Varchar (200)   

mobile int   

Description: The user’s information. 

 

Login 

Fields Data Type Key Allow Null 

sid Int FK  

usrname Varchar(10)   

passwd Varchar(25)   

type Varchar(20)   

status Varchar(1)   

Description: Website login information. 

 

Location 

Fields Data Type Key Allow Null 

cameraid int PK  

position Varchar(280)   

address Varchar(280)   

Description: The location and information of the webcam. 
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7.  Detailed Design 

7.1 Data Design (Cont.) 

 

Video 

Field Data Type Key Allow Null 

vid int PK  

cameraid int FK  

vfilename Varchar(300)   

savetime datetime   

vfilesize Varchar(6)   

movietime datetime   

format Varchar(5)   

vfile image   

Description: Details of the captured video 

 

Photo 

Field Data Type Key Allow Null 

pid int PK  

vid int FK  

pfilename Varchar(300)   

pfilesize Varcahr(6)   

lastusetime datetime   

pfile image   

Description: Details of the captured photo. 
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7.  Detailed Design 

7.1 Data Design (Cont.) 

 

Event 

Field Data Type Key Allow Null 

eid Int PK  

pid Int FK  

vid Int FK  

event Text  Yes 

solution Test   Yes 

Description: Command details of the captured video. 

 

Report 

Field Data Type Key Allow Null 

rep Varchar(20) PK  

repdate Datetime   

vid Int FK  

pid Int FK  

eid Int FK  

Description: Use to generate the crystal report to do an email alert. 
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7.  Detailed Design 

 

7.2 Performance Requirements 

7.2.1 Performance Requirement – System (PC)  

 

 Microsoft .net framework 3.5 

 Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 

 USB Webcam 

 CPU: Intel Dual-core 2GHz 

 RAM: 2G 

 HDD: 160G 

 

 

7.2.2 Performance Requirement – System (Server) 

 

 CPU: Intel Dual-core 3GHz 

 RAM: 4G 

 HDD: 500G 

 MS Windows Server 2003/2008 

 MS SQL Server 2005 Express/Enterprise Edition 

 MDaemon e-mail server v.10 

 IIS (ASP. NET, FTP Server) 
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7.  Detailed Design 

 

7.3 Software/Hardware Requirement 

7.3.1 Software Tools and Facilities  

 

 Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 

 .Net Framework 3.5 

 Window Server03 

 Silverlight 

 Crystal Report 

 

 

7.3.2 Hardware Requirement 

 

 One PC / server 

 Webcam (one or more) 

 Notebook 

 Network hub  
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7.  Detailed Design 

 

7.4 System Design 

7.4.1 Class Diagram 
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7.  Detailed Design 

 

7.4.2 Block Diagram 
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7.  Detailed Design 

 

7.5 User Interface design 

Program (Video Capture) 

 

This part is “Start Capture” in this program. This page is used for setting the FTP 

server and e-mail server. The recorded video will upload into the FTP server. If there 

are any videos recorded, the system will send out an alert e-mail to contract the 

concerned people. Also program provide a function that can share the Visual of 

Webcam by network. It means that users can retrieve the images or videos from 

other PC. When the setting is done, press the button “Apply” will go to the next page 

of the program to start to capture video.  
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The right hand side in above photo is the page while the program is running. The 

program will detect the motion of the visual from the Webcam. If the video is 

recording, some message will come out that is recording and uploading. 

 

This page can view the photo captured before. On the left hand side, press the Open 

Album, the right hand side will appear an “Open File” button, click it and select the 

file which user wants to see.
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After selection, user can see the details and photo on the middle of the screen. 
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Website (Admin) 

 

Login Page: This is the homepage of the website. User can login in different role in this 

page. 

 

 

Default Page (Admin): This is the default page after login for administrator. 
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Create User Page: Administrator can manage all the members. They should provide the 

details to modify the member.  
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Change Role Page: This page is used for change the role of the members’ account. The role 

of members affords their functions. 

 

Change Password Page: This page is used for change the password of the members’ 

account. 
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User Search Page: Administrator can use the member name to search all members in this 

page. 

 

Show Camera Page: This is the page used for showing the details of the video and their FTP 

server address. 
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Add Camera Page: Administrator can add the camera with webcam id, position, address and 

the folder name. After the button “Add Record” is pressed, administrator can view the detail 

on the page “Show Camera Data”. 
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Add Comment Page: This page is used for add comment on the photo. User needs to enter 

the Picture ID and press the button “Find Video ID”. The website will help user to enter the 

video to add the comment. 
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Show Comment Page: After add the comment, the website will re-direct the page to 

show the comment which the user are added. 

 

Statistic Page: This page used for count the number Thumbnail (Photos), Video, 

Members, Events and cameras. 
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Logout: To logout the website, press the button on the top right concern called “logout”, 

then it will logout and return to homepage. 
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Website (Member) 

 

Login Page (Member): Login member account. 

 

Default Page (Member): Default page after a normal member logged in. 
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Change Password Page: This page is used for changing the password for the member. 
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Comment Page: This page is adding comment function same as administrators. 
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Website (Public) 

 

Introduction Page: This page is used to introduce the website and system. 
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Video Page: A list of the video to show the detail of the video, user can select the video 

which they are interested. 
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Image Page: This page is used for show the photo that capture while the video recorded. 

Click on the link and the picture will show up. 
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Contact us: User can content us by e-mail or phone or fax when they have any problems. 
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FTP Administration 

 

This program is help user easier to access the ftp server to view the record in database. 

 

Enter the webcam id after login, the ftp address will auto fill up after press the button “Find 

Record” if the webcam id is correct. 

If user wants to login the ftp server, they should enter the id and password. Otherwise tick 

the box “FTP Anonymous login”. 
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This page is used for viewing all the record and provide search and delete functions. 
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Delete Page: This page can delete the record after the user input the photo id. Delete both 

the video and photo when user presses the “Delete record” button. 
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8. Limitation and Constraints 

8.1 Problem/Difficulties Encountered 

Below are the problems and difficulties in event-driven video surveillance recording 

system: 

 

Video/Photo Compression:  

In the process of the compress video, it is very difficult for each frame of a video is 

compressed automatically when the system is captured, and picked up and 

compressed the first frame of the video. The image is displayed in order to the user 

knows whether the content of the video is appropriate. 

 

In the internal, there are many examples and programs that can compress the video, 

but lot of programs are not run automatically and it will affect the speed and 

efficiency of the system. 

 

 

Ftp Scheduling  

After compression, the system will upload all the video and photo to ftp server, the problem 

of the ftp scheduling is setup the period of time to upload the video and photo, the time of 

scheduling should not affect the speed and efficiency of program. 

 

 

Crystal Report 

The crystal report only can retrieve and count the database value in VB.NET but it cannot 

retrieve the value in ASB.NET. 
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8. Limitation and Constraints 
 

8.2 Limitations of the Proposed System 

8.2.1 Reliability Requirement (Program) 

 

 The program should be captured a piece of photo every one second 

automatically. The motion detection is 3 second to detect one of time. The 

motion detection is to compare two frames. If two images are different, it will 

start to record AVI movie. 

 Uploading video and image may not be effective, because the program uploads 

to the database and resized image directly. 

 Video and image may be delay to upload, because it according as the ftp 

scheduling. 

 If the program hasn’t motion detection, the ftp scheduling will upload the data 

every 6-seconds. 

 The program must be connected to the ftp server, MS SQL server and Windows 

2003 Server. Otherwise, the mapping database table will fail to connect. 

 The definition of the motion detection is that 30% or above of camera pixels 

changed, the system will start to capture. If the number of changed camera of 

pixel is less than 30%, the system will remain in stand—by mode. 

 One computer can only install one webcam. It cannot support multiple webcam 

in one computer. 
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8. Limitation and Constraints 
 

8.2.2 Hardware Environment 

 

The one of main advantage of the motion detection event-driven is reduce to the 

size of data is reducing the size of data (video/image). It is installed the hardware is 

installed in a place where not many people pass through as below: 

 Coffers of a Bank 

 Car Park 

 Staircase 

 

 

8.2.3 Implementation Language 

 

 Visual Basic 

 C# 

 Java 

 Silverlight 
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8.3 Future Development 

Add Rich Function to Enhance the Program 

 

Face Detection 

This function is used by disabled people. Face detection will determine the 

locations and sizes of human faces in webcam. It detects facial features and 

ignores anything. When the disabled people move their face with different 

direction, the system will show the different message in computer screen. After 

that, if they want to send out or confirm the message, they should do some action, 

such as blink and close the mouth. 

 

Multiple of the Webcam in one computer:  

It is suggested that two or more webcams are installed in one computer to do the 

motion detection and they can transfer the data (video/image) to server 

simultaneously. 

 

Use Webcam to Do Population Statistics:  

The webcam can do a population statistics in captured video so that the analysis can 

be done effectively.  
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8. Limitation and Constraints 

8.3 Future Development 

 

Add Rich Function to Enhance the Security 

 

Use RFID to Do Double Authentication (Edit and Delete):  

For the issue of security, the double authentication of the system will design. The 

administrator must use the password and the RFID to modify or delete the data. 

 

 

Add Rich Function to Enhance the Security 

 

Email Authentication to Create Account:  

The public user should provide their personal information to register the website. 

Then the website will send the email to user to authentication their role. 

 

 

Add Rich Function to Enhance the User Interface 

 

Add sound Effect to Website:  

Add the alert sound effect when the webcam are capturing.  
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8. Limitation and Constraints 
 

8.4 Potential Difficulties 

Face Detection 

 

 Difficult to determine the locations and sizes of human faces in webcam 

accurately, and detects facial features and ignores anything else, such as 

passerby, tree and bodies. 

 

 Define actions to confirm the message when the disabled people want to send 

out or show the message.  

 

 

 

 

Web Design for Mobile (Android): 

 

 Android only support database in android SQLite format, it difficult to connect 

the SQL database in ASP.NET. 
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9. Project Plan 

9.1 Project Schedule 
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9. Project Plan 
 

9.2 Software Process Model 

Planning – Use three month (JUL to SEP) to Planning the system  

 

Analysis - Use four months (AUG to NOV) to Analyze the system  
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9. Project Plan 

 

9.3 Deliverables 

 

 Initial Report 

 Interim Report 

 Log sheets 

 Progress Report 

 Final Report 

 Project software system demonstration 
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11. Appendix 
Hong Kong Institute of Vocational Education (Tuen Mun) 

HD in Computer Systems Administration 
Project 3A/3B (ICT3931/ ICT3932) 

Final Year Project (ITD3309) 

Log Sheet 
 

Students Names: Ng Tsz Kin, Cheung Sai Ho, Wong Chun Hing, Chiu Lok Man  Sheet no:001 

Date/Time: 21-SEP-2009 Duration of meeting: 3 hrs 

Project Title: Event-driven Video Surveillance Recording System 

Work done since last meeting 14-SEP-2009 

1. Modify the codes in Capture function. 

2. Plan the purpose of program. 

3. Collect the related of information and code in Website. 

4. Plan the main functions and sub functions to support the feature of program. 

State which part of the last plan not yet finished (leave it blank if you finished all the work of the 

last plan) 

- Collect the related of information and code in Website 

Topics discussed in the meeting   

- Found out the aim of program 

- How to prepare the proposal 

Supervisor’s comment on student’s work 
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Good progress in video capturing, but the capturing speed is too slow. Database has not been ready 

yet and the project title is wrong. 

 

Plan of work before the next meeting  

- Distribute the functions of program to members. 

- Start to design the program. 

Students Signatures: 

Ng Tsz Kin          Cheung Sai Ho 

Wong Chun Hing    Chiu Lok Man 

Supervisor(s) Signature: 

Dr. SUM Kwok Wing 
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11. Appendix 
 

Hong Kong Institute of Vocational Education (Tuen Mun) 
HD in Computer Systems Administration 

Project 3A/3B (ICT3931/ ICT3932) 
Final Year Project (ITD3309) 

Log sheet 
 

Students Names: Ng Tsz Kin, Cheung Sai Ho, Wong Chun Hing, Chiu Lok Man Sheet no: 002 

Date/Time: 5-OCT-2009 Duration of meeting: 3 hrs 

Project Title: Event-driven Video Surveillance Recording System 

Work done since last meeting  

- Ng Tsz Kin - Image resize 

- Cheung Sai Ho - Capture Video, Advanced capture function 

- Wong Chun Hing - Design Database & ERD, Set up database with data in VB database table 

- Chiu Lok Man - Setup e-mail server 

State which part of the last plan not yet finished (leave it blank if you finished all the work of the 

last plan) 

- Research the information of the motion detection 

- Interface with Silverlight3 

- Capture Video with real time processing 

- Show the web page interface with database and login function by ASP format 

- Report with connecting database, Email function 

Topics discussed in the meeting   
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- What the format of the mobile website interface is. 

- Discuss the details of database and how to execute. 

- Discuss the information of website interface required. 

- Assign the workload to group members.  

Supervisor’s comment on student’s work 

Good progress with additional email alert function.  The motion detection is too sensitive, a 

threshold has to be set to improve the system response.  Basic database functions are built but 

better UI is required. 

Plan of work before the next meeting  

- Interface with Silverlight3 

- Continue modify the code of Capture Video  

- Show the web page interface with database and login function by ASP format 

- Report with connecting database, Email function 

Students Signatures 

Ng Tsz Kin          Cheung Sai Ho 

Wong Chun Hing    Chiu Lok Man 

Supervisor(s) Signature: 

Dr. SUM Kwok Wing 
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11. Appendix 
 

Hong Kong Institute of Vocational Education (Tuen Mun) 
HD in Computer Systems Administration 

Project 3A/3B (ICT3931/ ICT3932) 
Final Year Project (ITD3309) 

Log sheet 

 

 

Students Names: Ng Tsz Kin, Cheung Sai Ho, Wong Chun Hing, Chiu Lok Man Sheet no: 003 

Date/Time: 19-OCT-2009 Duration of meeting: 3 hrs 

Project Title: Event-driven Video Surveillance Recording System 

Work done since last meeting  

- Photo and video  had uploaded to FTP server 

- Build up the database in ASP.NET 

- Research the information with Crystal Report and Silverlight 

State which part of the last plan not yet finished (leave it blank if you finished all the work of the 

last plan) 

- Running the ASP website with database connection 

- Combine with Silverlight and Database  

- Make a blank report page by using Crystal Report 

Topics discussed in the meeting   

- How to connect the database with FTP server between two computers 
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- Discuss the details of initial report 

- Which type of data should be show up in the report method 

- Install SQL Server 2005 

- Upgrade the Window server 2003 in Flash Hard disk 

Supervisor’s comment on student’s work 

Good progress on local system developments including video capturing and database functions. 

Further investigations on remote servers are required. 

Plan of work before the next meeting  

- Complete the ASP website and connect the database with SQL server 2005 

- Complete a part of report method by using Crystal Report 

- Start to complete a part of initial report 

Students Signatures 

Ng Tsz Kin          Cheung Sai Ho 

Wong Chun Hing    Chiu Lok Man 

Supervisor(s) Signature: 

Dr. SUM Kwok Wing 
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11. Appendix 
 

Hong Kong Institute of Vocational Education (Tuen Mun) 
HD in Computer Systems Administration 

Project 3A/3B (ICT3931/ ICT3932) 
Final Year Project (ITD3309) 

Log sheet 
 

Students Names: Ng Tsz Kin, Cheung Sai Ho, Wong Chun Hing, Chiu Lok Man Sheet no: 004 

Date/Time: 02-NOV-2009 Duration of meeting: 3 hrs 

Project Title: Event-driven Video Surveillance Recording System 

Work done since last meeting  

- connect the database with FTP server between two computers 

- Function Blocked Diagram + report(Open day) 

- Install SQL Server 2005 

- Upgrade the Window server 2003 in Flash Hard disk 

- Design apart of UI 

- Prototype of website 

State which part of the last plan not yet finished (leave it blank if you finished all the work of the 

last plan) 

- Cannot watch the video directly in the website 

- Initial report 

- Design apart of UI 
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Topics discussed in the meeting   

- Discuss the details of initial report 

- Which type of data should be show up in the report method 

- Open day’s poster  

Supervisor’s comment on student’s work 

Good progress with remote servers ready and preparations on Open Day. Further improvement on 

UI, and multiple cameras are required. 

Plan of work before the next meeting  

- Demo the open day version program  

- Debug 

- Prototype with initial report 

Students Signatures: 

Ng Tsz Kin          Cheung Sai Ho 

Wong Chun Hing    Chiu Lok Man 

Supervisor(s) Signature: 

Dr. SUM Kwok Wing 
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11. Appendix 
 

Hong Kong Institute of Vocational Education (Tuen Mun) 
HD in Computer Systems Administration 

Project 3A/3B (ICT3931/ ICT3932) 
Final Year Project (ITD3309) 

 Log sheet 
 

Students Names: Ng Tsz Kin, Cheung Sai Ho, Wong Chun Hing, 

Chiu Lok Man 

Sheet no: 005 

Date/Time: 23-Nov-2009 Duration of meeting: 3 hrs 

Project Title: Event-driven Video Surveillance Recording System 

Work done since last meeting  

- Initial report and Diagram 

- Search engine 

- Delete video and image Function 

- Watch the webcam in own computer 

State which part of the last plan not yet finished (leave it blank if you finished all the 

work of the last plan) 

- Crystal report (Security) 

- Multiple webcam 

Topics discussed in the meeting   

- Discuss the new idea for the webcam technology   

- Multiple webcam 
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Supervisor’s comment on student’s work 

 

Plan of work before the next meeting  

- new idea for the webcam technology   

- Multiple webcam 

- Research Silverlight information 

Students Signatures: 

 

 

Supervisor(s) Signature: 
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11. Appendix 
 

Hong Kong Institute of Vocational Education (Tuen Mun) 
HD in Computer Systems Administration 

Project 3A/3B (ICT3931/ ICT3932) 
Final Year Project (ITD3309) 

 Log sheet 
 

Students Names: Ng Tsz Kin, Cheung Sai Ho, Wong Chun Hing, 

Chiu Lok Man 

Sheet no: 006 

Date/Time: 7-Dec-2009 Duration of meeting: 3 hrs 

Project Title: Event-driven Video Surveillance Recording System  

Work done since last meeting  

- Multiple webcam viewer( access with the same time) 

State which part of the last plan not yet finished (leave it blank if you finished all the 

work of the last plan) 

- A part of report 

Topics discussed in the meeting   

- Website + mobile website 

- Research face motion detection 

Supervisor’s comment on student’s work 
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Plan of work before the next meeting  

- Website + mobile website 

- Research face motion detection 

Students Signatures: 

 

 

Supervisor(s) Signature: 
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11. Appendix 
 

Hong Kong Institute of Vocational Education (Tuen Mun) 
HD in Computer Systems Administration 

Project 3A/3B (ICT3931/ ICT3932) 
Final Year Project (ITD3309) 

 Log sheet 
 

Students Names: Ng Tsz Kin, Cheung Sai Ho, Wong Chun Hing, 

Chiu Lok Man 

Sheet no: 007 

Date/Time: 21-Dec-2009 Duration of meeting: 3 hrs 

Project Title: Event-driven Video Surveillance Recording System 

Work done since last meeting  

- Research the information of Face Detection 

- FTP admin function 

- Delete record (FTP Server) 

State which part of the last plan not yet finished (leave it blank if you finished all the 

work of the last plan) 

- Crystal report (Security) 

- Double authenticate 

- Face Detection Function 

Topics discussed in the meeting   

- Face Detection 

- Design of website 
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Supervisor’s comment on student’s work 

 

Plan of work before the next meeting  

- Design of website (Preview Photo & Video) 
- Design of website (Create Session) 
- Double authenticate 
- Face Detection (Part of Eyes) 

Students Signatures: 

 

 

Supervisor(s) Signature: 

Dr. K.W. SUM 
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11. Appendix 
 

Hong Kong Institute of Vocational Education (Tuen Mun) 
HD in Computer Systems Administration 

Project 3A/3B (ICT3931/ ICT3932) 
Final Year Project (ITD3309) 

 Log sheet 
 

Students Names: Ng Tsz Kin, Cheung Sai Ho, Wong Chun Hing, 

Chiu Lok Man 

Sheet no: 008 

Date/Time: 4-Jan-2010 Duration of meeting: 3 hrs 

Project Title: Event-driven Video Surveillance Recording System 

Work done since last meeting  

- Design of website (Preview Photo & Video) 
- Design of website (Create Session) 
- Double authenticate 

State which part of the last plan not yet finished (leave it blank if you finished all the 

work of the last plan) 

- Crystal report (Security) 

- Double authenticate 

- Face Detection Function 

Topics discussed in the meeting   

- Aim Android development with Database 

- Discuss Interim Report 
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Supervisor’s comment on student’s work 

 

Plan of work before the next meeting  

- Interim Report 
- Prepare presentation and demo 
- Research the information of JAVA database and Android 

Students Signatures: 

 

 

Supervisor(s) Signature: 

Dr. K.W. SUM 
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